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The programmatic writing curriculum in L1 in
Denmark - a diachronic perspective
2014 ”(Simplified) Common Standards”
2009 ”Common Standards”

The Togo
shock
debate

2001 ”Clear Goals” specified as common objectives in the
shape of end and form level goals/targets following Grades
2, 4, 6 and 9

1995 ”[students] should achieve a joy of expressing themselves”
1984 ”Students should develop their sense of perspectives and values as
well as their joy of expressing themselves and reading”

1976 ”Teaching should stimulate students’ opportunity to make evaluations, take a stance
and act. (…) offer tools for contact and communication”

1814 ... 1960 ”(…) one of school’s main tasks [is] to train each individual student (…) understanding both speech and
writing, (…) developing individual skills for expressing oneself both orally and in writing.”

Now

The current L1 writing curriculum: A synchronous
perspective

Skills
Creativity
Process

Genre
Social practice
Socio-political

÷

Multimodality
Writing to learn
Everyday language

Common Standards
(Danish Ministry of Education 2021)
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How do students
develop their
writing?
The studentenacted
perspective

The chapter
”Enabling and constraining:
Digital technology in students’ writing
development”
Research question: How does a
student like Amalie learn to write, and
what is the role of technology in her
learning process?

Rationale of the study
• Broader claims and questions
• Technological development in communication has fundamentally
altered the nature and practice of writing in in-school and out of school
writing practices (Brandt, 2015; Kress, 1997)

• A call to know what this means
• for the individual in the context of a learner biography
• how the challenge is met at subject and school levels.

Case study and foregrounded data
Intensive field work tracking students Martin and Amalie, 20092013, age 15-18, from secondary to technical upper-secondary
education
Foregrounded data
• Ethnography: 27 whole day observations and field notes; 248 writing
orders, 171 student texts, 16 interviews (567 min.), documents

Theoretical framing
• Social semiotic and socio cultural theories of writing to learn
(Vygotsky1978; Kress 1997; Wertch 1998; Ivanič 2006; Burgess & Ivanič 2010; Jewitt, 2011)

• Writing development as appropriation of mediating multimodal tools
• Writer development as changes in patterns of identification
• Claim: Writer development is a prerequisite for writing development (Krogh & Jakobsen 2019)

Amalies writing and writer development in the
‘Technique – textile and production’ subject
Moodboard, example

Writing prompt, p. 1/3

Students’ text, p. 3/15

”Our moodboard attempts to describe the
nerdy student-type, who values both science
subjects and a personal interest in computer
games.”

Amalie reflecting on the T-shirt design assignment
”All in all, I find that this has been an exciting and
alternative project, which gave us the opportunity
to get away from the computer and the boring
writing of reports that we have done so many
times. Instead, we were invited to get out and
become creative both in PhotoShop […], at TEKO
[a professional school for textile production] […],
and when we had to present our product at the
stand.”
(Student text by Amalie, 3 December 2012)

Findings on technology in Amalie’s
writing and writer development
• In the transition to the technological upper-secondary education
context (HTX), Amalie experiences a shift into a technologysaturated writing culture, related to a number of subjects such as
‘ICT’, ‘Technology’, ‘History of Technology’, and ‘Technique –
textile and production’.
• Although relatively indifferent towards digital technology, Amalie
attempts to appropriate and engage in these technologically rich
writing cultures, however often less successfully.
• Consequently, after year 1, she starts to develop a more critical,
and also a more aesthetic, stance towards technology within
subjects and more broadly in upper-secondary school.

Conclusions
• A student like Amalie attempts to position herself critically inbetween overstated technological optimism and pessimism as
she attempts to coordinate her writing and writer development.
• Understanding how students learn to write is quite complex, as
their learning develops in situated non-linear ways shaped by
several mechanisms, including school subjects’ different writing
practices

Questions for discussion
• Shared research interests regarding writing and, more broadly,
literacy?
• What is the role of writing – and writing research – in your educational
context?
• The role of creative writing? The role of (digital) technology?
• The relation between programmatic and student-enacted perspectives?
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